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Quote:

PDF export is a one way process. AFAIK you wont be able to import PDFs into neither Word, OpenOffice,
AbiWord or any of the existing WP on amiga. The reason is that PDF is not a document format. It is an
electronic printed side. In the format you will have to guess which letters goes together with other words.
This is why you will only open garbage.

Yep, i agree, PDF opening/showing it's work not for the Tex/Word processors, but it must open it as garbage.
For now, when you try to open Manual.PDF, you don't have that grabage. CW just show you window "load
document", then after a while allocation/deallocation error, and then, lockup of whole OS. Nothing shows, etc.
No garbage , nothing. Just dead-end loop :)

Quote:

You memory allocation is most likely to happen because you are running out of memory. Do you have
virtual memory turned on? I was able to load a document on a 150 pages. It ate a lot of memory and needs
speeding up, but CW did not crash.

I have 1gigabyte of memory :) It's more that enough imho for any programm related to open any big file. I can
open ISO files (700mb of size), just by multiview, or by any hex redactor (of course there is also garbage, but,
it's opens fine).
Realted to viruatl memory : where i can turn it on ? In the CW or in os4 ? Still, i think, all must be ok with or
without, because 1gb of memory is pretty big amount of memory for the open just 1.5mb file (even if it's just
garbage will be).

Quote:

Regarding the UNDO / REDO feature. CW supports endless cycles (limited only by available memory). I
am happy that you like it, it took a lot of work

Yes, this one are really nice. Not sure that i have something like this in all the modern win32 progs (in general
not mspain, not msword and not photoshop have that if i remember right). So, that feature are something
different and nice for use :)
Quote:

I am not sure what you mean about pull-down menus? Don't they work or do they work in a fashion that
you did not expect? Could you please elaborate.

I mean that for any programm mostly we have menus, which we can open by pressing right mouse button. Like
for example in workbench itself. You press right mouse button - and have menu. Or like in Filer, you press right
mouse button - and have menu. And the same for almost all the other programms. The same for
Golded/CygnusEd and just ED or CED. You press right mouse button, and have menu.
In case with CW, i was in hope, that when i will press right mouse button, i will have pull-down menu, where will
be: OpenFile, SaveFile, Quit, About, Preferences and so on (i.e. usual stuff). And looks like CW does not have
that ?
Quote:

Even though Hollywood is a great program, CW is coded in c++ and Hollywood has not been used.

Understand. So, no any limitation for you then. Just you not impelemt it looks like ?
Btw, just try to open Manual.PDF yourself in last CW. In theory, it must show us Garbage, but must show. For
now (for me), it's start to load document , but never load it, and i never see garbage of that document. Just
lockup.

